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Fill the gaps
with different forms of HAVE TO

I / you / we/ they  …….…….                   

+
He / she / it  …….…..

I / you / we/ they  …….………….              

-
He / she / it  …..……………..…..

…….. you / we/ they ……………. ?           

?
……….. he / she/ it ……………. ?

  

have to
has to

don’t have to
doesn’t have to

Do have to
Does have to
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+Fill the gaps

Kate ………………..…. the dust from 
the furniture minimum twice a week.

has to clean

1/20
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+

- ………... your father 
…………………..…. 

the clothes?       – Yes, he ……………

Does have to iron

Fill the gaps2/20

www.vk.com/egppt 

does



I ………………………..…. the school 
bus, 

I walk to school.

don’t have to take

-Fill the gaps3/20
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The children …………………. to school 
on Saturdays.

+Fill the gaps

have to go
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My little sister 
…………………………..…. 

the floor.

-Fill the gaps5/20
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doesn’t have to mop



I ………………..…. the floor every 
day.

+Fill the gaps

have to mop
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- ………... Nick …………………... 
breakfast for all the family?      – Yes, he 

……..

+Fill the gaps

 Does have to cook
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does



- ………... John …………………….. 
home in rush hour every day?  – No, he 

…..…..

-Fill the gaps

 Does have to drive
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doesn’
t



Mr. Anderson ………………..…. his 
car very often.

Fill the gaps +

has to wash
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Fill the gaps +

I …………………..…. early on 
weekdays.

have to get up
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+Fill the gaps

-  …..…… they …………………..... the 
bed 

every morning?          – Yes, they …....

 Do have to make

11/20
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do



My mom ………………………..…... 
the 

shopping, she orders the delivery. 

-Fill the gaps

doesn’t have to do
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Fill the gaps -

We …………………………..…... the 
plants 

every day, just once a week. 

don’t have to water
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Fill the gaps
+

-  What …….. you ………………….....  
after school?     – My homework, as 

usually.

 do have to do
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I …………………………..…... my 
homework today, because I don’t have 

any. 

Fill the gaps -

don’t have to do
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-  …….. you …………………......... a 
school uniform?                – Yes, we …....

Fill the gaps +

 Do have to wear
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do



Sue …………………..…. to bed 
at 10.30 every night.

+Fill the gaps

has to go
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Fill the gaps -

You ………………………..…..... for 
the car rent. The company will pay for 

you. 

don’t have to pay
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-  …….. doctors ……………………..... their 
hands before an operation?        – Yes, they 

…....

+Fill the gaps

 Do have to wash
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do



He ………………………..……...... 
dinner because his wife does it. 

-Fill the gaps

doesn’t have to cook
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